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The Tracking Times
This is a great time to sign up for GPS service.
Easy Fleet GPS is offering FREE SERVICE until January
2021, when you activate service with us between
October 1, 2020, and November 15, 2020.
*Normal equipment and installation pricing apply.

contact us for a free demo

Easy Fleet GPS can aid in the
recovery of a stolen work truck or
piece of heavy equipment.
Over the past seven months, there has
been a 26% increase in stolen work trucks
and heavy equipment.
Easy Fleet GPS has had customers who
recovered their stolen work truck by using
the tools we provide.
Through the use of Landmark Alerts,
Afterhours Alerts, and Tow Alerts you will
be notified immediately if a truck or piece of
equipment moves when it should not be
moving.
Please contact us for additional
information.
Contact us....

Easy Fleet GPS can help maximize
your savings and help increase
your profitability.
Easy Fleet GPS offers over 25 real-time
alerts and over 40 reports! You have

access to these reports and alerts 24/7 and
365 days of the year.
You will have the ability to monitor
speeding, reckless driving, idling,
unauthorized usage/miles, and much more.
We can help you reduce your fuel costs,
vehicle maintenance costs,
payroll/overtime costs, insurance costs,
and prolong the life of your vehicles.
Let us help you reduce costs, increase
productivity, and increase profitability.
Contact us....

What impact does reckless driving
have on your business?
Reckless driving has such a negative
impact on your business. By not monitoring
speeding, harsh acceleration, harsh
braking, and harsh cornering you are
putting your business at risk of potential
accidents and tickets.
Also, by not monitoring reckless driving
your drivers can hurt your company's
reputation by driving carelessly and
recklessly.
You could realize an increase in vehicle
maintenance costs by increased wear and
tear put on the tires, brakes, shocks/struts,
and engine.
By monitoring reckless driving you can
ensure your drivers are driving in a safe
and responsible manner, prolong the life of
your vehicles, and know your company's
reputation is protected.

FEATURED PRODUCT - Equipment/Asset Tracker
Do you own heavy equipment or
trailers?
One of the biggest costs to a company is
the theft and replacement of assets and
equipment. Our Easy Fleet GPS Equipment
and Asset Management solution will
significantly eliminate this risk.
Whether you have yellow heavy equipment
on a construction site, combine farm
equipment, generators, trailers, or any
valuable equipment, we offer an asset

management solution to fit your needs.
With the ability to set up unlimited landmark
boundaries you will be notified if a piece of
equipment leaves a job site or company
yard.
With our advanced tow notification, you will
know if your equipment moves without
having an ignition on event. In addition to
reducing theft and increasing the chance of
recovery, our Equipment and Asset
Solution monitors engine hours, provides
10-minute updates while moving, auto
sleep mode while disconnected from
power, and has an internal back-up battery
that will last 60 days while disconnected
from power.
The telematics data provided by monitoring
your equipment and assets will allow you to
better manage your inventory of assets,
know the utilization of your equipment and
assets, and provide peace of mind knowing
where every piece of equipment is located.
Our equipment and asset devices are
weatherized and ruggedized to handle to
demands of a construction site or any
weather conditions.

www.easyfleetgps.com






